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when i try to install the patch it says that the file is corrupt, i have tried burning it on 3 different burners and no luck. i have also
tried installing the game from my original cd and same thing, can't install the patch. any help please. thanks! if i edit a city it wont
allow me to save it while its in the building stage, i have to quit and come back to see the changes. if i build a road, the highway i
build is missing when i expand, i can build in the start position, but a little ways down and there is no road to it. i have a cracked
game and it plays fine, but there are a few problems. the game lags a lot at times. the game seems to hang at the same spot for

quite a while, then it breaks free. the game seems to lag so much that i can hear a delay between when i place a structure and then
when it's built. sometimes it will really lag, where i'm forced to close the game and open it again, or even restart my computer. i
know that simcity 4 is no longer in service, but i got the digital version, and i'm hoping that it's better than the olden version. the

game seems pretty disjointed, the tiling is a little weird, and i don't know how to use the cursor to click things. i was able to use the
origin download and install the digital deluxe one, but the game couldn't be updated and could be played online until i uninstall and
reinstall the original copy. anyone know how to fix that problem? wow, this is really old. maybe it would be helpful to some of you if i
could post it? i bought the original simcity 4.1 at retail and downloaded the origin cracked version from gamestop. the origin cracked
version would no longer connect to any of the online servers. i contacted ea customer service. they asked that i uninstall the game
and uninstall origin. then they told me that i would need to uninstall the crack version as well. after uninstalling both, i was able to

connect to the game online again. i was able to play online with a friend using the origin download version with no problems.
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i was able to play it until i got to the game where i need to add city and region. when i go to start to add a city and region, i get a
message that says "simcity couldn't be opened. some games may be missing a system file or have become corrupt. try again later."
i have tried it on two of my computers and on both of them i get the same problem. i have also tried to re-download the game, but it
says that the game is not in my list of games, even though i downloaded it. simcity digital deluxe(2013) [origin-rip, no crack]. i can't
add cities as i can't get past the opening screen. it keeps giving me this message, "simcity couldn't be opened. some games may be

missing a system file or have become corrupt. try again later.". i have tried on 2 different computer and on both of them i get the
same problem. my account was working fine until i changed my id. now i can't even login. all i get is a message about simcity

starting. if i click anything, the error message "simcity could not be loaded" appears. it is an error with the game itself and not with
the registry. hello, this is my first time posting on this forum. i have not been able to find a solution to my problem. i have an origin
account that i was using for simcity, i deleted the profile and created a new one. now, i am unable to use simcity. i get a message

saying "simcity couldn't be loaded. some games may be missing a system file or have become corrupt. try again later." i have tried
to delete and redownload it, but it still gives me the same message. any help is greatly appreciated. ea internet connection and

acceptance of end user license agreement required to play the sims 3 digital download product. access to online services requires
an internet connection, ea account and game registration with the provided one-time use serial code. registration is limited to one
ea account per serial code and is non-transferable. ea online privacy policy and terms of service can be found at. you must be 13+
to register for an ea account. includes software that collects data online necessary to provide and activate in-game advertising for

all the sims 3 products previously or hereafter installed.ea may retire online features after 30 days notice posted on online
disclaimer:internet connection and acceptance of end user license agreement required to play the sims 3 digital download

product.ea may retire online features after 30 days notice posted on 5ec8ef588b
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